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 A little controversy on the tenth tee after Jack allowed Phil and Matt to play the tenth hole before Pete and 
Ray arrived, a claim of unfair opportunity to practice being the claim.  But since Phil and Matt were to be on opposite 
teams, there was no further discussion.  Pete started off in the right side trees and his partner, Phil, was also off the 
fairway.  Matt and Ray were both long and in the short grass, and even though Ray’s approach came up short, Matt 
was able to find the green and leave himself a ten foot birdie putt.  A narrow miss for three, but par was enough to 
win the hole and take the lead.  Matt followed with a straight tee shot on eleven that hit near the pin and rolled to the 
back of the green, followed by an equally good tee shot from Ray, a bit to the right but not as deep.  Phil was in the 
left bunker and Pete was left of that in the rough, and when neither player could salvage their pars, Ray and Matt 
both took two putts to take a two-hole lead.  Matt hit a bad drive on twelve but Ray hit it straight and into the fairway, 
followed by both Pete and Phil into the trees.  Pete hit a sensational second shot through a narrow opening and onto 
the edge of the green and his partner, after having to chip back to the fairway, also hit a terrific shot that stopped 
three feet below the pin.  Ray approached to the back left of the green and multiple pars halved the hole.  The 
thirteenth was not well played by anyone, Matt toward the hazard on the left and Ray needing to chip out of trouble 
himself, Pete on the right side and Phil also in trouble off the tee.  Pete hit a good second shot that was short of the 
green and even though his chip was not up to his standards, his bogey was enough to win the hole after both Ray 
and Matt missed curling putts that would have tied.  Ray and Pete hit good tee shots on fourteen, Phil and Matt in 
trouble.  Ray and Pete both hit second shots to the left side and about one hundred ten yards to go.  Ray’s third 
caught a branch and somehow went longer than anticipated to the very back of the green while Pete hit his the right 
distance and had a birdie opportunity.  Ray hit a marvelous putt from distance, stopping just a foot from the cup for 
his par, which tied the hole after Pete’s birdie putt just went by the hole.  Ray hit the green on fifteen, the only player 
to do so, but with a very long putt from the lower right side.  None of the players could make their three, and bogeys 
halved the hole, leaving Ray and Matt one up going up the long hill.  Everyone was toward the left on sixteen, and 
nobody was on the green in regulation, but Phil hit the best chip and had a chance to win the hole after Ray could 
only make bogey.  After asking his partner for a read, Phil followed the given advice and kept his line inside the edge 
and hit a firm putt for his par to win the hole and square the match.   Phil and Ray hit errant tee shots on seventeen, 
leaving the hole to Pete and Matt, who were down the fairway.  Pete hit a five metal to abut twenty yards short of the 
green while Matt drew his second shot on a good line but skipping through the putting surface.  Matt took three putts 
from where he stopped, but his bogey was enough to win the hole after Pete uncharacteristically left his putt short.  
Matt and Ray, needing just a tie on the last hole to win the daily match, both went left of eighteen and would be at 
least partially blocked for the approaches.  But Phil could not capitalize and Pete went way to the right, landing in the 
far rough on seventeen.  Never giving up, Pete hit a wonderful five metal over the trees and onto the putting surface, 
albeit a long distance away.  Ray could not find the green and Matt hit a wedge that rolled just to the back edge and 
left himself a good forty feet away.  Pete took a good run at birdie and went past the hole by six feet, followed by 
Matt who rolled to the side and stopped three feet away.  Pete hit a much better putt on this hole and nailed down his 
par, putting pressure on Matt, who made his par as well to halve the hole and secure the victory for himself and Ray.   

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 


